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Pro Python System AdministrationApress, 2010

	As time goes on, system administrators are presented with increasingly complicated challenges. In the early days, a team of engineers might have had to look after one or two systems. These days, one engineer can administer hundreds or thousands of systems.


	System administrators are gradually replacing their tools with more advanced...
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Learn Raspberry Pi 2 with Linux and Windows 10Apress, 2015

	Learn Raspberry Pi 2 with Linux and Windows 10 will tell you everything you need to know about working with Raspberry Pi 2 so you can get started doing amazing things. You'll learn how to set up your new Raspberry Pi 2 with a monitor, keyboard and mouse, and how to install both Linux and Windows on your new Pi 2.

...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-284): Implementing and Managing Microsoft Exchange Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2004
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-284—and on the job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a system of lessons, hands-on exercises, troubleshooting labs, and review questions.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to:

	Plan, install,...
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Learning Maps and Memory Skills (Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2004
Are you tired of wading through pages of notes to find the information you want?

Do you need to improve your creative thinking?

Do you find it difficult to decipher the notes you have taken during a meeting?

Learning maps could be the answer to your problems. They are an immensely valuable note-taking technique that can...
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Insider Threats in Cyber Security (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2010

	Insider Threats in Cyber Security is a cutting edge text presenting IT and non-IT facets of insider threats together. This volume brings together a critical mass of well-established worldwide researchers, and provides a unique multidisciplinary overview. Monica van Huystee, Senior Policy Advisor at MCI, Ontario, Canada comments "The book...
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Atmospheric Monitoring With Arduino: Building Simple Devices to Collect Data About the EnvironmentMake Books, 2012

	
	
		We as a species are probably a little bit smarter than fish: at least we know
	
		that we spend our lives “swimming” at the bottom of an ocean of air. About
	
		4/5th of that ocean is the relatively harmless gas nitrogen. Around another
	
		1/5 of it is the highly reactive and slightly toxic gas oxygen. The...
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DevOps with Kubernetes: Accelerating software delivery with container orchestratorsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to implement DevOps using Docker & Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Learning DevOps, container, and Kubernetes within one book.
	
		Leverage Kubernetes as a platform to deploy, scale, and run containers efficiently.
	
		A practical guide towards container management and...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services: Problem, Design, Solution (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
An authoritative guide to designing effective solutions for data cleansing, ETL, and file management with SQL Server 2008 Integration Services

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) is the leading tool in the data warehouse industry, used for performing extraction, transformation, and load operations.

After an overview of SSIS...
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Android Developer Tools Essentials: Android Studio to ZipalignO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Android development can be challenging, but through the effective use of Android Developer Tools (ADT), you can make the process easier and improve the quality of your code. This concise guide demonstrates how to build apps with ADT for a device family that features several screen sizes, different hardware capabilities, and a varying...
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Building DMZs for Enterprise NetworksSyngress Publishing, 2003
During the course of the last few years, it has become increasingly evident that there is
a pronounced need for protection of internal networks from the outside world. As
machine technologies have improved and extensive shifts in the functions that a user
can accomplish through more user-friendly interfaces have occurred, many more...
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OpenNebula 3 Cloud ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	OpenNebula is one of the most advanced and highly-scalable open source cloud computing toolkits. If you ever wanted to understand what Cloud Computing is and how to realize it, or if you need a handy way to manage your messy infrastructure in a simple and coherent manner, this is your way.


	OpenNebula 3 Cloud Computing guides you...
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Getting Started with XenDesktop 7.xPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deliver desktops and applications to your end users, anywhere, anytime, with XenDesktop®7.x


	Overview

	
		Build a complete and secure XenDesktop 7 site from the ground up.
	
		Discover how to virtualize and deliver accessible desktops and applications to your end users.
	
		Full of...
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